Urba 10 litre bins can be produced in 75% post-consumer recycled plastic certified “Plastica Seconda Vita” (Second-Life
plastic) from the Italian Institute for the Promotion of Recycled Plastics. This option supports the objectives for Green
Procurement with the re-use of recycled plastic materials, to help minimise the impact on the environment in manufacture.

URBA 10
A stylish family sized kitchen caddy
for food waste segregation
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SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

URBA 10

Capacity
. 10 litres

Urba 10 is an ergonomically designed caddy for pre-sorting kitchen food
wastes. The tapered shape reduces the space required for practical
storage at home.

Material
. 100% virgin recyclable PP, with options for recycled
content.
. Stabilised against the effects of UV light, resistant
to chemical detergents and biological matter.
. Dishwasher safe

Sturdy hinges and
clip-on lid,
removable for easy
cleaning

Lid
. Wide front lip for finger-tip lid opening.
. Close fitting hinged lid.
. Detachable lid for easy cleaning.

Wide front lip for
finger-tip lid opening

Body
. Upright style with tapered shape
. Minimal footprint for space saving storage
. Extra wide filling from dinner sized plates or
chopping boards.
. Radius corners and lowered hinges for fitting a
compostable liner
. Stackable
. Smooth interior for easy cleaning and rinsing out
Handle
. Strong vertical single piece black plastic handle
with two pivot points
. Comfortable hand grip
. Allows the lid to be propped open
. With lid locking mechanism to prevent spillage and
interference from pets

Handle with lid
locking
mechanism

The handle can prop
the lid open

Options
. 30, 50 and 70% post-industrial recycled PP content
. Certified 75% post-consumer recycled PP content
. Galvanised metal handle (without lid locking)
. Thermal transfer printing in white on body front
. Lid imprinting
. Lid with black plastic handle, without locking
mechanism
. Wide range of other colours available on request
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